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Preamble

Oxford professor Nabeel Hamdi in the book Small Change: About the Art of Practice and the Limits of Planning in Cities states that “Not knowing can be an advantage. (Since) it leaves space to think creatively in search of alternatives”, he presses designers to challenge popularly held consensus (2004: 131 & 137). In this case, perceptions, assumptions, and consensus regarding both the tangible and intangible context of Mozambique had to be abandoned and the given context evaluated from a neutral point of view.

The following dissertation deals with an approach to architecture in this developing ‘third-world’ country, in an area with strong environmental and historical influences.
**Avenida** – Portuguese: (n.) Avenue, used throughout the document with the Portuguese street names.

**Baixa** – A word used to refer to the downtown CBD of Maputo, literally descriptive of the flat low-lying area near the historic port reclaimed in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Inclusive of much of the oldest most historically significant built fabric of Maputo.

**North Baixa** – The Baixa area North of Avenida 25 de Setembro

**South Baixa** – The Baixa area South of Avenida 25 de Setembro


**Old Baixa** – The Baixa area West of Avenida Samora Machel, generally inclusive of the oldest historic fabric and the initial trading island from which the city of Maputo sprang.

**Calçada Portuguesa** – Portuguese: cobbling using small angular stones no bigger than a fist. Particular to Portuguese tradition, used extensively in Maputo, often in patterns of contrasting stone colours.

**Chappa** – A mini-bus taxi. These operate along informal routes, stopping where needed to pick-up or drop-off passengers, who pay cash. In Mozambique these are notoriously overloaded, and are major part of the public transport system, being used by a large portion of the population.

**Fortaleza Nossa Senhora Da Conceição** – The name of the Portuguese fort or fort in the Maputo Baixa. Reconstructed in the 1960s.

**Praça** – Portuguese: (n.) a park, plaza, or public square. Used throughout the document with the Portuguese names.

**Rua** – Portuguese: (n.) Road, used throughout the document with the Portuguese street names.

**Run/ vending run** – An unbroken usually linear arrangement of vending areas. Usually parallel to pedestrian movement.

**Trinta-três-andares** – Portuguese: (n.) Thirty-three storeys, the nick-name given to the 33 storey landmark ‘M-Cell building’, tallest in Maputo and in Mozambique.

**Tshova** – Two wheeled push-cart pushed by a single mobile vendor or Tshovadore. Tshovas can also be hired to make deliveries and sometimes operate as mobile vendors.

**Tuk-tuk** – Term used throughout the document to refer to small three wheeled motorcycle with a wind-screen and canvas hood to protect the driver and one to three passengers seated on the rear bench seat. Known in Mozambique as Tchopelas. Generally used for short-distance transport.